Installation and Operators Manual

Model: PRX Prep System
PRX-0200 through PRX-1160

FRESNO, CALIFORNIA, USA
NOTES:

1. LAYOUT COMPONENTS ON THE GROUND AS SHOWN.
2. SLIDE TEE BRACKET (ITEM 2) OVER EACH END OF CROSS MEMBER (ITEM 4) AND INSTALL 5/8" x 5" BOLTS (ITEM 5) WITH NUT (ITEM 10)—HAND TIGHT ONLY.
3. SLIDE LEGS (ITEM 1) INTO TEE BRACKET (ITEM 2). DO NOT BOLT TOGETHER.
4. LOWER SEPARATOR (ITEM 3) INTO TOP OF TEE BRACKET (ITEM 2).

NOTES:

1. INSTALL VORTUBE KIT (ITEM 14) ONTO SEPARATOR (ITEM 3).
2. INSTALL ELBOWS (ITEM 12) INTO INLET AND OUTLET GAUGE PORTS OF SEPARATOR (ITEM 3).
3. INSTALL TUBING (ITEM 13) FROM ELBOWS 12 ON GAUGE PORTS OF SEPARATOR TO GAUGES MOUNTED ON CROSS MEMBER (ITEM 4).
4. INSTALL TUBING (ITEM 13) AT ELBOW ON PNEUMATIC CONTROLLER.
5. INSTALL 1/2" x 4" BOLTS (ITEM 6) WITH NUTS (ITEM 11) THRU TEE BRACKET (ITEM 2) AND LEGS OF SEPARATOR.
1. Lift unit up by the lifting lug on separator until the bolt holes in the legs are aligned with the holes in the tee bracket (Item 2).
2. Install 5/8” x 5” bolts (Item 5) with nuts (Item 10) thru tee bracket and legs.
3. Tighten all bolts/nuts prior to removing hoist.
4. Secure foot pads at legs to foundation.

---

NOTES:
1. Install grooved spools (Item 7) using grooved couplings provided.
2. Install purge equipment (Item 8) on purge outlet of separator.
3. Install tubing from gauges to purge equipment (Item 8).
4. Place collection/decant system (Item 9) under purge system (1 yard hopper shown).
5. Install inlet and outlet piping as needed with grooved couplings provided.
6. Refer to the appropriate brochures for elec./pneu. connections.